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Spoken word with jazz intro. Learn while improving listening skills. 9 MP3 Songs SPOKEN WORD:

Audiobook Details: Literature of the Harlem Renaissance is a fascinating historical audio book containing

information that all Americans should know and people all over the world can appreciate! Hours of study

has been reduced to just 30 minutes! Bonus...you can learn virtually anywhere, at your own pace and

convenience! It makes a great gift. While it's ideal for students looking for topics for term papers, the

information is for anyone who needs it! The Audio Classroom format combines music and sound cues

with historical infomation... creating a pleasant listening and learning experience. Extra added

bonus...your listening skills improve! Listening is an important element of success. You listen to Literature

of the Harlem Renaissance in much the same way that you listen to a music CD. The only difference is

that you're learning! You can listen to one track at a time or listen to the entire CD from beginning to end

depending upon your attention span. Repetition is a key to learning... so the CD should be listened to

repeatedly. Sheila Evans, author and narrator is an educator with an M.Ed. with honors from The City

College of New York. She has recorded several educational books, is a lifetime member of the famed

Actors Studio and teaches 'Acting for Animators' at the School of Visual Arts in NYC. She believes

learning should be enjoyable and fun...today's technology allows us to supplement traditional learning

methods! Sheila wrote her thesis on "listening" and believes that the combination of music and sound

cues with information literally sets a tone for learning. She's convinced that knowledge is cool! Literature

of the Harlem Renaissance comes with a Matching Game (Quiz) so that you can test your knowledge.

You can refresh your memory at anytime by simply playing the CD again!
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